Changes of synaptic ultrastructure in the guinea pig interpositus nuclei associate with response magnitude and timing after trace eyeblink conditioning.
Learning-induced changes of synaptic ultrastructure have long been proposed as a mechanism that may contribute to support memory formation. Although recent studies have demonstrated that the interpositus nuclei (IN) play critical role in acquisition and retention of trace conditioned eyeblink responses (CRs), there is now limited evidence associating trace eyeblink conditioning with changes of synaptic ultrastructure in the IN. Here, we investigated this issue using a transmission electron microscope. Adult guinea pigs were randomly allocated to either a trace-paired, delay-paired, unpaired or exposure-only condition. The IN tissue was taken for morphological analysis 1h after the completion of the tenth training session. Serial section analysis of synaptic ultrastructure revealed that trace eyeblink conditioning induced increases in the thickness of excitatory PSD. Classification of the synapses into shape subtypes indicated that the increased thickness of excitatory PSD was mainly attributable to increase in the concave- and convex-shaped synapses. On the contrary, trace eyeblink conditioning resulted in decreases in the thickness of inhibitory PSD. Specifically, these significant changes of PSD thickness were limited to occur in the animals with good behavioral performance. Further analysis of correlations between the trace CR performance and synaptic ultrastructural modifications showed that the thickness of excitatory PSD within the IN correlated with the peak amplitude of trace CRs, whereas the thickness of inhibitory PSD correlated with the onset latency. The present findings suggest that trace eyeblink conditioning induces structural plasticity in the IN, which may play a crucial role in acquiring and executing adaptive eyeblink movements.